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Many US Jews today feel more comfortable agreeing with influencers and others who label Israel’s military response to rockets fired from Gaza as “genocidal.” ...
Organizations struggle as more US Jews call Israel ‘apartheid’ state
Hady Amr proposes several measures Jerusalem can take to strengthen governing body in Ramallah, which is at one of its lowest points yet due to pandemic and election postponement ...
Biden’s Mideast point man reportedly urges Israel to assist collapsing PA
The complete skeleton of a seven-month-old pig that lived 2,700 years ago has been found inside a home of an early elite Jewish family, suggesting some ate pork that was forbidden by religious law.
2,700-year-old pig skeleton found in an ancient, extravagant home in Jerusalem suggests some early Jews ate pork even though it was forbidden
A series is only as good as its characters, and when history is its subject matter, the characters are all there. It’s just on the producers to deliver an interesting and entertaining product. In ...
CNN’s ‘Jerusalem’ Worth the Watch
Israel has refused to extradite Tomás Zerón, accused of torture and evidence tampering, because of Mexico’s criticism of the country, an Israeli official said.
Former Official Wanted by Mexico Takes Refuge in Israel
If the data are solid mainstream Jewish institutions are facing a jarring reality: their constituency includes a significant minority that does not share the the establishment's views on Israel.
What if a quarter of Jews really do think Israel is a genocidal, apartheid state?
Former BBC News reporter Tala Halawa has claimed that she was dismissed from her position as a digital journalist in the BBC due to pressure from a "pro-Israel mob," after a tweet from 2014 in which ...
Ex-BBC reporter: I was dismissed because of 'pro-Israel censorship'
Former political prisoner slams Biden administration's Iran negotiations one day after the FBI revealed Iranian intelligence agents plotted to abduct an Iranian American journalist on U.S. soil.
Escaped Iranian prisoner to embark on historic Israel visit, criticizes Biden over nuclear negotiations
Four weeks ago, Israel was celebrating a return to normal life in its battle with COVID-19. After a rapid vaccination drive that had driven down coronavirus infections and deaths, Israelis had stopped ...
Living with COVID-19: Israel changes strategy as Delta variant hits
After years of fraught relations, spokesman for Erdogan's faction says 'framework' has emerged for increased trade and tourism, which would be 'win-win' for both nations ...
Turkey’s ruling party says ties with Israel to improve after presidents’ call
It had writing, the name Yeruba’al (or Jerubbaal) in paleo Hebrew characters, and while only a few letters long, it was enough to suggest a connection between the artifact and a biblical character — ...
New archaeological find in Israel may shed light on the era of biblical judges
Israeli Prime Minister Naftali Bennett says his country can beat the highly contagious delta variant of the coronavirus without a national lockdown ...
Bennett: Israel could beat COVID-19 variant without lockdown
As Palestinians suffer through severe water shortages in the searing summer, illegal Israeli settlers nearby enjoy unlimited quantities not only for drinking but to fill swimming pools, irrigate crops ...
Palestine runs dry: ‘Our water they steal and sell to us’
Israel is discussing COVID-19 booster shots with drug companies, Prime Minister Naftali Bennett said on Wednesday, as the country grapples with an outbreak of the fast-spreading Delta variant.
Israel in talks with pharma companies about COVID booster jab, PM says
The United Arab Emirates has formally opened its embassy in Israel, inaugurating its diplomatic offices in Tel Aviv ...
UAE inaugurates embassy in Israel in downtown Tel Aviv
The United Arab Emirates inaugurated its first embassy in Israel on Wednesday -- two weeks after Israel opened an embassy in the Middle Eastern nation.
UAE opens first embassy in Israel in new 'sign of friendship'
Turkey’s Erdo?an calls Israel’s new president but both sides say the other must move first for any rapprochement.
Turkey, Israel want to improve ties after presidents’ call: AKP
The mask mandate applies to indoor gatherings, including in hospitals and on public transportation, However, observation of the rule has been low.
Israel to Impose Large Fines for Non–Mask Wearers to Prevent Another COVID Lockdown
Israel has become the first country to introduce a Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine booster shot as the delta variant spreads across the country. NBC News’ Raf Sanchez reports from Ramat Gan, Israel, on who ...
Israel offers third Pfizer Covid vaccine to at-risk adults as delta variant spreads
Turkey and Israel have agreed to work towards improving their strained relations after a rare phone call between their presidents, a spokesman for Turkey's ruling AK Party said on Wednesday. The two ...
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